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hours before using it. 
1.3 Before using the product, you need to connect the APP synchronization 
time and set your personal information. 

watch, and will not be able to enjoy the product warranty and free 

02.1 Long press side button to power on, slide down from the top from 
watch face home page, go to “Settings--About--Download QR code” , 

then follow the instructions on the screen.

will automatically prompt whether to pair with the audio Bluetooth 

APP is successfully bound to the watch, when using the phone function, 
you need to manually go to phone settings--Bluetooth--Search audio 

pairing is successful.

pop-up, please follow up the guidance and allow permissions to ensure 

messages.

also go to settings to change , 3 style “list” or “Nest” or “ Spin” for you to 
choose.

main page.

    

watch face, and set it.

    

 
   

h. Rotation button function: left and right sliding on the main page and 
sliding up and down on the list theme can be realized through the 

can also directly zoom in and zoom out.

reminder, incoming call reminder, online dial/custom dial, unit setting, 
turning the wrist to brighten the screen, female menstrual period 

reminder.

pins fully connected. 

connecting well.

during use etc. 

after 
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Record the number of steps, distance, 
and calories of the day.
More detailed information analysis and data 

APP.
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connect to the  phone to dial out, 

synchronously on the APP side.
BT switch, control phone function 

and media audio function.

When the watch is turned on to 

information analysis and data records can 

reference only and cannot be used as a 

Record and display the total sleep 
time of deep sleep and light sleep last 
night. 
More detailed information analysis and 

Blood pressure monitor  , more 
detailed information analysis and data 

throughout the day, more detailed 
information analysis and data records can 

reference only and cannot be used as a 

Display the current weather 

days.
The weather information will be displayed 

connection is disconnected for a long 
time, the weather information will not be 
updated.
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After connecting to the 

adjusted.

message reminders, sync 

latest message reminders.

bright.

Measure the current pressure, 
the watch can record and display the 

detailed information analysis and data 

are for reference only and cannot be 

Test the current mood. More detailed 
information analysis and data records can 

reference only and cannot be used as 

Measure the current 
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breathing rhythm and time, and follow the 
training prompts to complete the 
breathing training.

Bird game.

assistant 

watch needs to be connected to the mobile 

-

settings/About/
Powero, Reset/App Download/Password 

wechat moments, watch TV/

calls: control whether the sound of the 
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